
The Way of the Water, by Ursula LeGuin

We have glamorized the way of the warrior for millennia. We have
identified it as the supreme test and example of courage, strength,
duty, generosity, and manhood. If I turn from the way of the warrior,
where am I to seek those qualities? What way have I to go?
Lao Tzu says: the way of water.

The weakest, most yielding thing in the world, as he calls it, water
chooses the lowest path, not the high road. It gives way to anything
harder than itself, offers no resistance, flows around obstacles,
accepts whatever comes to it, lets itself be used and divided and
defiled, yet continues to be itself and to go always in the direction
it must go. The tides of the oceans obey the Moon while the great
currents of the open sea keep on their ways beneath. Water deeply at
rest is yet always in motion; the stillest lake is constantly,
invisibly transformed into vapor, rising in the air. A river can be
dammed and diverted, yet its water is incompressible: it will not go
where there is not room for it. A river can be so drained for human
uses that it never reaches the sea, yet in all those bypaths and
usages its water remains itself and pursues its course, flowing down
and on, above ground or underground, breathing itself out into the air
in evaporation, rising in mist, fog, cloud, returning to earth as
rain, refilling the sea.

Water doesnâ€™t have only one way. It has infinite ways, it takes
whatever way it can, it is utterly opportunistic, and all life on
Earth depends on this passive, yielding, uncertain, adaptable,
changeable element.

[...]

The flow of a river is a model for me of courage that can keep me
going â€” carry me through the bad places, the bad times. A courage
that is compliant by choice and uses force only when compelled, always
seeking the bestÂ way, the easiest way, but if not finding any
easyÂ wayÂ still, always, going on.
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